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STUDENT / SCHOOL / DISTRICT PERFORMANCE
4-K
in January 2006 the general Assembly commissioned the education oversight Committee (education 
oversight Committee) to inventory and study all publicly-funded kindergarten programs for four-year-olds 
and to recommend the program that should be funded statewide for all children who qualify for free- or 
reduced-price lunches. these programs included the education improvement Act (eiA)-funded half-day 
child development program, the office of First Steps pre-kindergarten programs, the ABC Voucher program 
(managed by the department of Social Services) and the head Start program. the education oversight 
Committee report identified 29,737 students at-risk for school failure based upon federal lunch status; 
that is, 53 percent of the total four-year-old population. in 2005-2006, approximately 8,200 of these 
students were not served in the public programs. the education oversight Committee report, issued  
on march 15, recommended the following: 

+ Full-day programs providing a research-based curriculum with wraparound services  
to four-year-olds eligible for the free-or reduced-price lunch program and/or medicaid;

+ Services provided in approved public schools and private settings with equipment  
and materials grants to encourage the establishment of new classrooms; 

+ Funding mechanisms that “follow the child;”
+ Approval, monitoring and technical assistance from a single state agency; and, 
+ A long-term evaluation to measure program quality and impact on student success.

the general Assembly appropriated $23.5 million for the first year of a two-year pilot program in the 
Abbeville lawsuit plaintiff districts. the Child development education pilot program (Cdepp) incorporated 
a majority of the education oversight Committee recommendations, including expanding the definition 
to include students eligible for medicaid. Cdepp funding and responsibilities are split between the State 
department of education and the office of First Steps.

in January 2007, the education oversight Committee released an interim evaluation report to inform 
members of the education oversight Committee and the general Assembly of the progress in the first six 
months of the pilot. twenty-nine of the eligible school districts chose to participate as public providers. 
private providers could serve students residing in any of the thirty-seven plaintiff districts. generally, there 

I
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has been some gain in the number of at-risk four-year-olds served in the plaintiff districts. enrollment 
patterns across South Carolina’s 85 districts suggest that the plaintiff districts now enroll fewer students, 
but a larger proportion of the enrolled students are poor. many school district programs have shifted from 
half-day to full-day. providers and agency personnel report a number of barriers to program expansion: per 
pupil funding is below actual costs; too little time between the passage of the Appropriations Act and the 
program starting date; inadequate facilities; and, difficulties in recruiting students. Finally, the education 
oversight Committee and agencies have been hampered by incomplete and inaccurate data on students 
enrolled and teachers providing services. As of a February update, Cdepp should expend only $11 million  
of the appropriated funds. 

Future reports are scheduled for July 2007, January 2008, July 2008 and each January thereafter as 
students are followed through the elementary-secondary educational system.

SIx-YEAR MATCH REPORT
in order to analyze achievement trends over time and to describe student progress, palmetto Achievement 
Challenge test (pACt) results from the six-year period from 2000 through 2005 were matched to create a 
longitudinal database containing yearly test results for 39,988 (75.8 percent) of the 52,783 students who 
were tested in grade 3 in the 1999-2000 school year. the data were disaggregated to identify achievement 
levels and trends for demographic groups. An analysis of the database led to the release of the six-year 
longitudinal match study. 

the study’s findings indicate that there was insufficient growth in student achievement over the six-
year period to reach our goals. the findings also suggest that currently used intervention strategies for 
improving student achievement and current policies regarding grade retention and promotion should be 
reviewed for their effectiveness. Complete data over the six-year period were studied for the students’ pACt 
achievement progress and for their history of promotion or retention in grade. For one or more years, data 
from 12,795 (24.2 percent) students could not be matched because their test results were incomplete. 

education oversight Committee staff continues to disseminate the study’s findings to school district 
superintendents and instructional leaders, as well as State department of education personnel, to 
generate discussion and to identify needed changes in local or state policies.

ACHIEVEMENT GAP
education oversight Committee staff conducted the annual study on progress toward closing the gaps  
in palmetto Achievement Challenge test (pACt) achievement among different demographic groups of  
South Carolina students enrolled in grades 3-8. Sixteen percent (138 of 863) of elementary and middle 
schools were recognized for closing the achievement gaps in pACt elA or math in 2005 for at least one 
historically underachieving demographic group. Although progress is being made, the sizes of the gaps  
are discouraging if South Carolina is to meet its 2010 achievement goal for all students. 
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the study included data from all four subject areas – english language arts (elA), math, science, and 
social studies (science and social studies were studied for the first time). with the exception of white vs. 
hispanic group comparisons, the study showed there has been minimal progress diminishing the gaps 
at the proficient and Advanced levels for all groups. gaps between white and African-American students, 
while lower each year studied through 2004, remain consistently larger than gaps between white and 
hispanic students and between pay and free- or reduced-price lunch students. 

MIDDLE SCHOOL LEVEL CHALLENGES
Student performance on the pACt test in the middle school grades of 6-8 continues to be an area of 
concern. of the 271 middle schools that received an absolute rating on the 2006 School report Card,  
61 (22.5 percent) received an Absolute rating of unsatisfactory, 90 (33.2 percent) received an Absolute 
rating of Below Average, 83 (30.6 percent) received an Absolute rating of Average, 27 (10 percent) received 
an Absolute rating of good, and 4 (1.5 percent) received an Absolute rating of excellent. in an effort to 
better understand the middle school student and environment, and the challenges of the age group, the 
education oversight Committee received information from a number of entities in hopes of helping identify 
areas where substantial progress could be made in student achievement quickly. increasing the number of 
teachers having middle level or middle school certification was one topic that received particular attention.

GIFTED AND TALENTED PART II
during 2005, a descriptive study of the gifted and talented program in South Carolina was conducted 
through a research agreement among education oversight Committee, department of education (Sde) 
and the university of South Carolina. during 2006 a performance analysis of the gifted and talented was 
conducted. the study found that gifted and talented students outperformed students not served by any 
gifted and talented program on pACt in all four subject areas. the study found that achievement gaps 
exist among the various demographic groups in the gifted and talented program, just as they exist in  
the overall population. in addition, results of the study indicate that a barrier for gifted and talented 
students exists in underperforming schools; the few students served in gifted and talented programs  
in underperforming schools are not being adequately served.

REPORT CARD STUDY GROUP
Staff from the education oversight Committee and Sde are studying the present school and school district 
report Card formats to determine what, if any, changes need to be made to the formats. the purpose of the 
discussions is to enlist the help of various groups to assess the “readability” and “usability” of the current 
report card format. An example of a suggested revision is to separate clearly information required under 
the education Accountability Act and data required by no Child left Behind. the study group will report to 
the education oversight Committee in march. 
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ACCOUNTABILITY MANUAL
each spring the education oversight Committee staff produces the Accountability manual, which  
provides detail on the ratings system for educators and interested individuals. Accountability manuals  
are distributed to school and school district administrators each summer and contain the current data  
on formulas, expectations, procedures, etc. on the accountability system.

ACT 254 – TESTING TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS
during the 2006 legislative session, the general Assembly adopted Act 254, and with the adoption, approved 
many of the recommendations of the testing task Force. included in the legislation was a reduction in 
pACt testing, primarily through a cutback in science and social studies testing in grades 3-8. A process to 
approve formative assessments provided by the state in grades 1-8 was included, and a provision to study 
the feasibility of computerized testing in grades 1-10 was included in the state budget. A contract was 
awarded to data recognition Corporation (drC) to conduct the feasibility study. the study will be presented 
to the education oversight Committee in January 2008.
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II

STATE SUPPORT FOR STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
CHANGES IN TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE RECOMMENDED BY EDUCATION  
OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE AND ADOPTED BY GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
Section 59-6-10 of the eAA charges the education oversight Committee “to assist in, recommend, and 
supervise implementation of programs and expenditure of funds for the education Accountability Act and the 
education improvement Act [eiA] of 1984.” Specifically, the eAA requires the education oversight Committee 
to 1) review and monitor programs and funding; 2) make programmatic and funding recommendations to 
the general Assembly; 3) report annually to the general Assembly, State Board of education, and the public 
on the progress of the programs; and, 4) to recommend changes as it considers necessary. the Fiscal Year 
2006-07 eiA and eAA budget and proviso recommendations of the education oversight Committee which 
can be downloaded online included substantial changes to the eAA technical assistance program.

the release of the 2005 annual school report cards provided a compelling reason for new initiatives to 
improve student academic performance and a revised approach to the eAA technical assistance system. 
As reflected on the 2005 report cards, the needs of schools, students and communities are so significant 
that South Carolina has to provide long-term solutions to meeting the needs of students, parents, teachers 
and communities. the 2005 School and district ratings identified 287 schools that were performing below 
expectations. Sixty-five schools had an absolute rating of unsatisfactory with another 222 schools having 
an absolute rating of Below Average. in 2006, 390 schools were rated Below Average or unsatisfactory. 
most importantly, the education oversight Committee determined that 84 percent of these schools had 
been identified and served with state technical assistance since 2001. 

recognizing the reasonable limits on state-delivered assistance and the need to build local capacity 
to address educational needs, the education oversight Committee adopted the following strategy for 
improving the technical assistance delivery system: 

Through shared responsibilities and services, South Carolinians working at state and 
community levels can create conditions in which all of South Carolina’s students can 
achieve successfully at high academic levels.

rather than the state prescribing specific technical assistance services, schools with an absolute rating 
of unsatisfactory or Below Average would create school renewal plans that expressed specific goals and 
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intervention strategies to improve student academic assistance. the education oversight Committee and 
the State department of education determine the alternative research-based technical assistance criteria 
that schools incorporate in their intervention strategies. the State department of education and the State 
Board of education also are responsible for approving the school renewal plans and assisting in the 
brokering of services and personnel to accomplish the intervention strategies and actions. Funds expressly 
allocated for homework centers, teacher specialists, principal specialists, retraining grants, principal 
leaders and all other technical assistance programs are reallocated to individual schools and used to 
implement the school renewal plans. this approach to technical assistance was endorsed by the general 
Assembly in proviso 1.44 of the 2006-07 general Appropriation Act.

According to proviso, schools with an absolute rating of unsatisfactory received a minimum of $250,000 this 
fiscal year with additional funds contingent upon student enrollment. Based upon an evaluation by an external 
review team, the school submits a school renewal plan that included specific actions consistent with alter-
native research-based assistance criteria. the plans determine how funds should be expended on strategies 
and activities. 

A similar approach was adopted for schools having an absolute rating of Below Average. these schools 
are submitting a school renewal plan that included actions consistent with the alternative research-based 
technical assistance criteria approved by the education oversight Committee and department of education. 
upon approval of the plans by the department of education and the State Board of education, the school 
received a minimum allocation of $75,000 with additional funds based on student enrollment. these funds 
could only be expended on specific strategies and activities as outlined in the school renewal plans.

the education oversight Committee will monitor academic achievement in these schools to determine 
the impact of the alternative technical assistance model. Again, the goal of the new system is to improve 
student academic assistance through systemic, research-based strategies which are supported at the 
state and local levels.

FUNDING MODEL
during the fall of 2006, education oversight Committee staff updated the education oversight Committee 
funding model first presented in 2003. As proposed, the funding model incorporates a base student 
cost of $5,311. in addition, there are three separate and distinct weightings. (1) the first weighting is 
characterized as the general education weight and incorporates students in grades kindergarten through 
twelve, including all special needs students, young adult education and homebound. (2) the second 
classification of weightings, compensatory, includes additional funding for students in poverty and non-
english speaking students. (3) the final classification, program weights, funds additional weights for 
students scoring Below Basic, students served in gifted and/or talented artistic and academic programs, 
and students enrolled in career technology courses. Funding for compensatory weights and program 
weights come from eiA revenues without any local match requirement. the Funding model also compared 
existing revenues and policy options for funding the revised model.
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SCIENCE STANDARDS
the education oversight Committee approved the South Carolina Biology Course Academic Standards in 
June 2006. Approval of the standards was delayed as wording in relation to evolution was refined. Approval 
of the Biology Course Standards completed the approval of new academic standards in science for 
implementation during the 2006-07 school year.

REVIEw OF THE US HISTORY AND CONSTITUTION END OF COURSE FIELD TEST
in accordance with eAA, the education oversight Committee conducted a review of the uS history and 
Constitution end of Course field test during the fall of 2006. the review covered the technical quality of 
test items and their alignment to the course standards. the review found that the “field test appears to 
be well aligned with the academic standards, to make appropriate cognitive demands of students, to be 
generally adequate in technical quality, and to reflect very high expectations for performance.” Approval of 
the test, however, was delayed until additional data on student performance on the test could be obtained 
and information from uS history and Constitution teachers on their understanding of the course standards 
could be obtained and related to student performance.

REVIEw OF THE MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM STANDARDS
during the spring and summer of 2006, the education oversight Committee conducted a review of the 
2000 mathematics Curriculum Standards in order to provide recommendations for revision of the present 
standards. three panels, one of national mathematics experts, and two comprised of South Carolina educators, 
parents, community leaders and business people reviewed the standards in regard to rigor, manageability, 
measurability, comprehensiveness/balance and organization/communication. recommendations included 
writing the standards in a less-instructional format, reducing the number of standards per grade level, 
removing the emphasis on technology as a means of instruction and modifying the content of the high school 
statistics course to reflect an introductory course. Final action is expected in April 2007. 

REVIEw OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS CURRICULUM STANDARDS
during the spring of 2006, the education oversight Committee conducted a review of the 2002 english 
language Arts Curriculum Standards in order to provide recommendations for revision of the present 
standards. three panels, one of national english language Arts experts, and two comprised of South 
Carolina educators, parents, community leaders and business people reviewed the standards in regards 
to rigor, manageability, measurability, comprehensiveness/balance and organization/communication. 
recommendations included providing improved differentiation of the standards between grade levels, 
reducing the number of standards per grade level, aligning the standards with other core discipline area 
standards and providing more specific standards on vocabulary development and grammar. Final action  
is expected in April 2007. 

RETRAINING GRANT PROGRAM REPORT
education oversight Committee staff conducted the annual review of the retraining grant program. in 
2005-06, 307 schools participated in the program; 48 schools new to the program received a $10,000 
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planning grant and 259 received $450 per each certificated staff member. the majority of schools reported 
positive use of retraining grant funds. the review of the program found that the schools receiving the 
planning grant did not receive adequate notice that the funds were available to use in a timely manner. 

ExTENDED LEARNING TIME STUDY
learning point Associates conducted a study of extended learning time programs throughout the state. 
the study included a review of best practices literature, documentation of the various types of programs 
implemented throughout the state, an analysis of the effectiveness of the different approaches to extended 
learning time on student achievement, and an analysis of the cost effectiveness of the various approaches. 
extended learning opportunities include, but are not limited to, summer school, compensatory and re-
medial programs, homework centers and before- and after-school programs. many different programs exist 
throughout the state and in and among the districts. the findings of the report included: district-level 
involvement in implementation, support from building administration, and program leadership are all 
important; insufficient funding and low student attendance are areas in need of attention; that homework 
center participants showed relative gains against all student in grades 5 and 7 in english language arts 
and in mathematics in grades 5 and 6; and, funding of the programs range from $5,000 to $241,781,  
with programs funded from more than one source having a greater impact on student achievement.

TEACHER LOAN STUDY
education oversight Committee staff completed the annual review of the teacher loan program. the 
program continues to provide needed assistance to individuals seeking certification in a qualifying subject 
area or teaching in geographic-needs schools. recommendations to improve the program included a call 
for a policy Board of governance as part of the Commission on higher education to set goals, facilitate 
communication among the cooperating agencies, advocate for the loan participants, and effectively 
market the program.

FLExIBILITY STUDY
education oversight Committee staff completed the annual review of fund transfers completed by school 
districts as allowed by budget proviso. over the last four fiscal years, 71 of 85 school districts have utilized 
the flexibility proviso a least once. Almost two-thirds of instructional funds transferred under the flexibility 
proviso come from the reduce Class Size program. most transfers come during the last two months of the 
fiscal year, raising the issue of whether school districts are using the flexibility proviso as an accounting 
tool to balance expenditures against available revenues at the end of the year instead of using the 
proviso to realign financial resources to meet the educational needs of students in a systematic manner. 
to date, there is no correlation between the use of the flexibility proviso and changes in either academic 
achievement by students or in school district Absolute ratings.
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III

PUBLIC AwARENESS
COMMON GROUND
South Carolina is experiencing unprecedented economic and demographic changes. An innovative 
approach to long-range planning was used to identify Common ground. By Common ground, we mean a 
set of principals to respond to questions such as: how can we continue the improvements we have made  
in South Carolina amid challenges such as increasing family poverty and teacher/administrator shortages? 
what are the long-term implications of increasing populations in some school districts and declining 
enrollments in others? Common ground also is providing an opportunity for these conversations to occur  
at the local level. 

We commit to use our influence and energies to create and sustain an aligned educational 
system that achieves the common mission of South Carolina’s young people obtaining the 
knowledge and skills to be successful members of families and community, participatory 
citizens in a democratic society and productive contributors to the state’s economy.

the above statement represents a commitment, forged in January 2006, by over 50 individuals from 
various areas of South Carolina and representing diverse audiences. the common mission for these 
individuals is to use influence and energy to build a strong South Carolina. divisions exist regarding 
educating young people in SC but Common ground focuses on those areas where we agree. 

the Common ground process also revealed five responsibilities which focus on:
� all students succeeding;
2 individual students at the center of education;
3 the critical role of families;
4 recruitment, development and retention of educators; and,
5 facilities and technology to serve the entire community. 

in June 2006, education oversight Committee members and staff began a tour of South Carolina counties 
focused on the Common ground commitment and specific community and individual actions which can 
be outlined to accomplish the goals. the tour, “looking Forward: Building upon Common ground in South 
Carolina’s Changing environment,” is a two-hour discussion occurring in each of South Carolina’s 46 
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counties. each of the meetings is attended by an education oversight Committee member and an education 
oversight Committee staff person. in February 2007, the tour concluded in Bamberg county.

in each county presentation, small group sessions occured focused on Common ground at work specific to 
each county. Small groups answered three questions:

� what is occurring in your communities which addresses these responsibilities and areas for action?
2 what are the critical barriers to fulfilling the commitment in your community?
3 list the five most important things your community can do to address the responsibilities of 

Common ground and list the five most important things you as an individual can do to address  
the responsibilities of Common ground. 

Several county meetings have resulted in the formation of county Common ground groups, allowing 
participants to use the commitment and responsibilities to continue the conversation in their community. 
results of the small group discussions were compiled on the education oversight Committee’s web site as the 
tour progressed. A final publication will be produced and disseminated to the education oversight Committee 
and all individuals who have participated in the education oversight Committee’s nine-month tour. 

PUBLIC OPINION POLL
in September, the education oversight Committee released the results of a public opinion poll that showed 
that South Carolinians have more confidence in public schools than they’ve had in the past. the poll, 
conducted by an independent, Columbia-based research firm, showed that a positive shift in opinion had 
occurred since a similar poll was conducted in 1998. in a telephone poll conducted this summer, South 
Carolinians were asked to evaluate the state’s public school system with a report-card style letter grade. 
overall, responses were more positive than those from a similar 1998 study; South Carolina schools 
received more A and B grades than in 1998, and they received fewer grades of d and F. the percentage 
of A grades given increased from 3 percent to 4 percent. B grades given increased from 15 percent to 24 
percent. grades of d decreased from 26 to 21 percent, and F grades decreased from 16 to 12 percent. 
grades of C remained at 38 percent. the education oversight Committee conducted the polls to better 
understand the needs and priorities of South Carolina families who utilize public schools. 

FAMILY-FRIENDLY STANDARDS
the education oversight Committee, in cooperation with the Sde, published the annual “A guide for 
parents and Families About what Your Child Should Be learning in School this Year.” the publication, 
available in both english and Spanish versions, provides current information on the standards in the  
four core content areas in grades K-12. they will be revised and reissued again in 2007. 
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PARENT SURVEY
education oversight Committee staff completed the annual review of the parent Surveys completed in 
accordance with the eAA. the review found that the number of parents returning surveys increased for the 
third consecutive year, but only one-third of all schools and three districts had more than 50 percent of the 
parent surveys returned. parents continue to have an overwhelmingly positive perception of the learning 
environment and social and physical environment of their child’s school, but only about two-thirds of the 
parents responding to the survey had a favorable view of home-school relations at their child’s school. 
parents continue to express concern over three issues: student behavior; lack of being involved in decision-
making and decisions affecting their school; and, lack of having information about what their child should 
be learning. As in previous years, the primary impediment to parent involvement is their work schedule.

EDUCATION OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE PUBLICATIONS SURVEY
this year, the committee initiated a conscious effort to be mindful of the impact of communication 
materials regularly published by the agency. in december 2006, education oversight Committee staff 
issued an electronic survey to elicit the views on five publications regularly produced by the education 
oversight Committee. the intent of the survey was to evaluate existing publications to assist the 
committee and staff in determining how to better serve varied audiences. 

PAIRS
launched in February 2005, parents and Adults inspiring reading Success (pAirS) is a project of SC’s daily 
newspapers and is administered as a public awareness initiative of the education oversight Committee. 
the mission of pAirS is to encourage and support the achievement of reading literacy on grade level for 
every child in South Carolina. 

highlights of the year include:
+ publication of a “Summer reading” supplement, a pilot project with the State newspaper.  

A total of 150,000 copies were printed and distributed in all copies of the State. in addition, 
multiple copies were provided to school districts statewide and pediatricians’ offices and  
county libraries in richland, lexington and Kershaw counties. 

+ establishment of a moderated listserv for pAirS Affiliate members, allowing members  
to communicate easily with one another

+ Completion of the first survey and needs assessment of pAirS Affiliate programs.

REVISIONS TO REPORT CARD COMMUNICATIONS TOOLKIT
in 2001 the education oversight Committee published a communications toolkit to help schools 
and schools districts communicate the contents of the school and school district report cards to the 
public. during the spring of 2006 the toolkit was updated and distributed to school and school district 
administrators through regional workshops.
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ADVISORY GROUPS
NATIONAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS  
REVIEw PANEL
mark Bauerlein, emory university
Allen Berger, miami university of ohio (retired)
Vicki Jacobs, harvard university
Sandra Stotsky, educational consultant, 
 Fordham Foundation
dorothy winchester, indiana department  
 of education

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS PARENT /
BUSINESS / COMMUNITY LEADER  
REVIEw TASK FORCE
hannah Baker, west Columbia
robert Bockman, Columbia  
gloria Bockleman, Beaufort  
Beth Collins, lamar  
robert gathers, orangeburg  
Joyce hill, timmonsville  
John macomson, Campobello  
Joseph mceachern, Columbia
donald myers, Scranton
Frances patrick, St. george
John peoples, Blair
tom roe, greenville
phillip taylor, walterboro
Beth wells, union
Judith wylie, Sumter

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS SPECIAL 
EDUCATION/ELL REVIEw TASK FORCE
danielle Allen, goose Creek 
maria Beckner, laurens  
Brian Blitch, moncks Corner 
lori Corley, Saluda 
Ann Cureton, lancaster 
donna edmonds, mayo 
debbie gunter, Swansea 
patricia hutchinson, Columbia 
Keturah inabinett, harleyville 
Andree Jaynes, Charleston
Sharon moss, Sumter
Kristy powell, Conway
mary reed, walterboro
nancy rollison, west Columbia
Vicki Steadman, inman
Connie thomas, timmonsville
heather thomson, pawleys island
guadelupe Vincent, lugoff

NATIONAL MATHEMATICS REVIEw PANEL
deborah Bliss, Virginia department of education
Jeane Joyner, meredith College
david Klein, Fordham Foundation 
Cathy Seeley, national Council of teachers  
 of mathematics



MATHEMATICS PARENT / BUSINESS /
COMMUNITY LEADER REVIEw TASK FORCE
rita Bixler, laurens  
Shirley Collenton, georgetown 
robert hunter, pamplico  
patty lee, hemingway  
Jill marshall, lancaster  
ruth murray, dalzell
Alma pearson, ridgeville
lynn perry, Saluda
nick Sherfesee, myrtle Beach
Jane wilkes, union

MATHEMATICS SPECIAL EDUCATION / 
ELL REVIEw TASK FORCE
Sally Adams, Jefferson 
Bonnie Byrd, lexington  
Victoria Caldwell, north Augusta 
maria Cruz, Summerton 
lynn dowis, Anderson 
Angela Fulton, Kingstree 
dawn greene, landrum
Andree Jaynes, Charleston
Sharon mcCullough, Conway
Yvonne mitchell, orangeburg
Ann moore, woodruff
renee nouvelle, Cross
paula watson, Bowman

TEACHER LOAN PROGRAM
Camille Brown, Che
mike Fox, Student loan Corporation
Amanda graham, CerrA
Falicia harvey, Sde
Jennifer Jones-gaddy, Student loan Corporation
Karen woodward, Che

ExTENDED LEARNING TIME
Cindy detuelo, Columbia
marcia duncan, union 
titus duren, neeses
doug hamrick, Columbia
Cynthia hearn, Columbia
larry B. heath, Chester
Calvin Jackson, Columbia
melissa mcCloud, mullins
nancy mcginley, Charleston 
Sabrina moore, Columbia
tammy pawloski, Florence
tammy ridgeway, Columbia
Angie rye, gaston
david A. Sherbine, marlboro 
greg tolbert, Spartanburg

REPORT CARD COMMUNICATIONS  
TOOLKIT ADVISORY TEAM
Jerry Adams, Charleston 
Ken Blackstone, Columbia 
teal Britton, horry 
mary Anne Byrd, Kershaw 
Sandra Friar, edgefield 
tom hudson, Beaufort 
pam little-mcdaniel, Florence 
oby lyles, greenville 
Bob orsmeth, Fort mill
phyllis overstreet, Bamberg 
Janet rose-Baele, Charleston 
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PAIRS ADVISORY BOARD
Sara Borton, island packet / Beaufort gazette
Steven Brandt, greenville news
Kim Buckner-land, Spartanburg herald-Journal
Valerie Canepa, rock hill herald
Ann Caulkins, the State
william Collins, greenwood index-Journal
Fred Foster, Anderson independent-mail
henry haitz, the State
Cathy hughes, orangeburg times and democrat 
Scott hunter, Aiken Standard
milton miles, the Sun news
michael miller, Florence morning news
Jack osteen, Sumter item
Anthony Summerlin, union daily times
larry tarleton, Charleston post and Courier 
Joni weerheim, Seneca daily Journal

TEACHER RECRUITMENT AND  
RETENTION ADVISORY GROUP
Janice poda, Columbia
Cynthia hearn, Columbia
Amanda graham, rock hill
mary Cheeseboro, orangeburg
Cynthia gant, walterboro
tony Johnson, Charleston
Sheila gallagher, Columbia
nancy Cowart, north Augusta
Charmeka Bosket, Columbia
Chester Floyd, moncks Corner
peggy torrey, Columbia 

SC EDUCATION OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE
Current March 1, 2007
dee Benedict, greer
rep. Bill Cotty, Columbia
robert C. daniel, Belton
thomas o. deloach, Columbia
dennis drew, greenwood
Sen. mike Fair, greenville
Sen. robert w. hayes, Jr., rock hill
Susan marlowe, Charleston
Alex martin, greenville
Buffy murphy, Columbia
rep. Joseph h. neal, hopkins
Jim rex, winnsboro
neil C. robinson, Jr., Charleston 
mark Sanford, Columbia
harold C. Stowe, pawley’s island
rep. robert e. walker, landrum
Sen. Kent m. williams, marion 
Kristy V. woodall, union

Special thanks to the numerous individuals  
who provided expertise and assistance on  
one or more projects during the period  
March 1, 2006–February 28, 2007. 
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